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Contribution
Anthroposophy and the spiritualized understanding of the human being
as basis for education

Recently, calls for a scientific grounding of educational practices have been getting increasingly loud.
However, science increasingly portrays the human being as a kind of a hybrid of the animal and the computer
with devastating consequences for the self-perception of individuals (no free will, no responsibility, love as
well as other feelings merely a result of interaction of hormones and genes in the brain) as well as for social
life (violence, especially youth violence, sexualization of culture and of childhood). Is such an image of man
the right basis for educational praxis? Does the reductionist-materialistic paradigm supply the only possible
methods for attaining a measure of certainty of our knowledge of the human being? The proposed paper is
questioning the possibility of an objective scientific basis for education as long as science does not admit the
reality of the spiritual aspects of the human being.

Method
Survey of the current scientific literature bearing on the question of the image of the human being; survey of
some of the key problems of the current scientific research paradigm; conceptual analysis of the idea of
objectivity; survey of the current philosophical literature concerned with widening of the current (narrow)
materialistic-reductionistic scientific horizons
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Expected Outcomes
The experimental scientific methodology cannot claim to be able to generate objective knowledge of the
world. Thus its conclusions about the nature of the human being do not have to be regarded as the ?last word?
on the issue. Alternative research methodology based on transforming and expanding human cognitive
faculties is available. Its application reveals that man is primarily a spiritual-soul being who repeatedly
incarnates in the physical body. Rudolf Steiner/Waldorf School educational system is an attempt to establish
an educational praxis informed by this central insight.
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